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20228 TATALROSE Road Burns Lake British
Columbia
$438,900

* PREC - Personal Real Estate Corporation. 151 acre property, impeccabley laid out for sustenance living off

the land. First time offering to the market and steeped in local history, this farm located in the Tatalrose region

of South bank offers vast hay lands, mature forest, standing water, perimeter fencing, epic views and more.

Solid old home on concrete perimeter clad in weathered wood with 4 bedrooms, large country kitchen and

custom bay windows. A unique loft and front entrance adorned with wagon wheels provides country curb

appeal. 1200 sq ft 8 stall barn with large hayloft suitable for the horse hobbyist or small cattle operation.

Penning stalls were built to last. Multiple outbuildings exist. Drilled well provides domestic water and road

access is good. Truly a property worth owning. (id:6769)

Bedroom 2 9 ft ,6 in X 13 ft ,3 in

Other 11 ft ,4 in X 6 ft ,9 in

Primary Bedroom 11 ft ,4 in X 13 ft ,3 in

Bedroom 3 7 ft ,2 in X 11 ft ,4 in

Foyer 6 ft ,4 in X 9 ft ,7 in

Dining room 10 ft ,5 in X 9 ft ,4 in

Kitchen 13 ft ,1 in X 13 ft ,9 in

Living room 18 ft ,7 in X 13 ft

Laundry room 5 ft ,3 in X 11 ft ,9 in
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